Date: 4th March 2022

World Book Day
This week, we celebrated World Book Day. It was a huge
success and it was amazing seeing all of the costumes the
children were wearing and the 'Guess the Book' clues the
children had made. The children took part in lots of
reading related activities throughout the day including
reading buddies where older children read stories to
younger children - this is something we are hoping to
continue to do each week as all of the children enjoyed
this. All of the children were given a £1 book voucher, this
can be exchanged for a £1 book found in supermarkets and
book shops or it can be used against the price of another
book. We can't wait to hear which books the children have
chosen to buy with their £1 voucher.

Ochestra
This week, year 5 had their first session with Piccadilly Symphony Orchestra. The orchestra was formed in 2014 by
Tom Newall and Rachel Hoyle who both studied at the Royal Northern College of Music. Both the founding members,
and it’s now 60 strong musicians, hold the strong belief that music and performance belong to all and therefore
should be available to all. With this at the forefront of the orchestra’s mind, Rachel and Tom turned to Manchester
Communication Academy and the community of Harpurhey and Collyhurst where they planned to give life to both
their musical ambition and their social commitment in the orchestra’s inaugural concert. They have since performed
in venues all over the northwest including the Bridgewater hall alongside Jason Mansford. Despite their success, the
orchestra continues to perform in local communities and they have a commitment to not simply enhance their own
musical careers but truly to enhance the careers and musical experiences of those around them. With this in mind,
the orchestra run a number of outreach projects in local schools to bring their music and vision to young people in the
community. We are lucky to be chosen out of a large number of schools to participate in one such project. Children
from Year 5 school began their musical journey with the orchestra on Thursday, which will culminate in a
performance of music created by the children in early May.

Athletics
Lily Lane Primary School took part in the Greater Manchester 2022 Athletics Finals. The last time this event took part was
in 2019, which we won, so expectation for a medal was high. There were some phenomenal stand out performances from
both the boys and girls squads; in both track and field events. Lots of PB’s were set and the teamwork and support from
the squad and adults was brilliant. At the end, results were shared by the judges and, after a tense wait, we knew we had
placed in a medal position. We are pleased to announce that Lily Lane has retained the title and are 2022 Greater
Manchester CHAMPIONS!

